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Immediately, she turned around and picked up the blown sword again, saying 
coldly in her heart:
“Huh! Since it is a formation, no matter how powerful it is,”
“It will be exhausted sooner or later.”
“One day, I will smash this stone wall of yours to pieces today to find out what’s 
going on!”
After saying that, Victoria swung her long sword with her left hand,
And slashed at the stone wall with all her strength!
The flash of lightning was heard, and there was only a bang.
Before Victoria had time to react, she felt her left hand was numb by a huge force,
And the long sword tightly held in her hand was knocked out again!
This time the stone wall bounced back with no less force than the blow just now,
Which made Victoria’s expression instantly full of panic.
She can understand that a formation is very powerful,
But what she cannot understand is that this formation has obviously consumed a 
lot of power in the first rebound,
So why does the second rebound not reduce in strength at all?
In this way, she could not guess how strong the spiritual energy contained in this 
formation was.
Victoria was shocked and angry, feeling as if she had been tricked and humiliated 
by the formation left by Meng Changsheng.
She gritted her teeth and shouted sternly: “Did you set up such a powerful 
formation just to guard against me?”
“I am your disciple!”
“Why didn’t you pass me what you had learned and the magic weapons?”
“You kept saying that you have to wait for the Ascension to the Dragon Category.”
“Where is there any explanation for the Ascension to the Dragon level?”
“Besides, what if there is the Ascension to the Dragon level?”
“You have never met him, why do you want to spend your whole life collecting 
treasures for him?”
“What happened to me?!”



Victoria roared in anger, mainly to vent her resentment,
But the moment she finished speaking, a strong man’s voice suddenly sounded in 
the cave:
“Evil disciple, I told you that you are not allowed to step into this place again.”
“What are you doing here?!”
This voice instantly scared Victoria out of her wits!
Because she was very familiar with this voice.
The owner of this voice was her master Meng Changsheng.
At this moment, her brain almost short-circuited.
She came back to her senses after a while, knelt on the ground with a bang, and 
said in panic:
“Master, disciple… I don’t mean to be disobedient,”
“But I hadn’t come back to pay respects to you for many years.”
“I came here especially to pay homage today, and I didn’t mean to offend you…”
After saying this, Victoria immediately began to carefully test the answer of the 
voice.
The sentence just now was a cover-up, but it was also a temptation.
She deliberately mentioned that she came to pay homage today just to see how 
the voice would respond.
Because although she was now sure that the voice was Master’s,
She still didn’t understand whether the voice came from the formation or from 
reality.
If it comes from the formation, it proves that the master guessed that she would 
come back one day before the deadline was approaching,
So he specially set up a puzzle for her to let her retreat in the face of difficulties.
But if this voice comes from reality, that would be terrible, because it means that 
her master is still alive.
So she said this specifically because she wanted to hear how the other party would 
answer.
If the other party talks about her, it proves that the first possibility is more likely.
If the other party directly says, “I don’t need respect from sc0undrels like you,”
It will prove that the master is indeed still alive.



Therefore, while Victoria was extremely vigilant, she was also silently and anxiously 
waiting for the other party’s answer.
At this time, she heard the voice scolding in a cold voice:
“For the sake of our relationship as master and disciple,”
“I will not make it difficult for you today,”
“But you just remember, never return to Shiwanda Mountain again in this life!”
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